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TriE exegetical difficulties of "this profound and difficult Epistle" are at their greatest, both in number and
degree, in the Second Chapter, and culminate in its
last verse. They arise partly from the phraseology of
the Epistle and the number of rare and obscure words
it contains, partly from its extreme abruptness and
" want of finish," and the neglect by the Writer of
those conjunctive and modal particles in which the
Greek language is so incomparably rich, and which
form the connective tissue of its sentences. The controversial purport of the Letter, with the crude and
novel, as well as subtle and .many-sided character of
the form of error that it has to deal with, go far to
account for these peculiarities. Some of the more
crucial difficulties of this Second Chapter may be due,
as] have tried to shew in a former Paper on Verse 18,
to the allusions the Apostle has occasion to make to
the tenets and phrases of the party he is attacking.
Indeed, it would be strange if we did not meet with
passages extremely obscure and perplexing in a controversy so far personal and local, at least in the immediate occasion of it, as was that between St. Paul
and the false teachers of Colossre, and one about which
we know so little beyond what can be gathered from
the pages of the Epistle itself, where it is dealt with
in such brief and summary fashion. And the more
swift and telling are the sharp home-thrusts of the
Apostle's mighty dialectic, the more likely are they to
baffle the eye of the distant observer in attempting to
follow them.
Out of the thirty-three Ha}IU lepnnena of the
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Epistle, three belong to this verse alone-the words
l8eXo8p'1'/uiCda, acf>etoeia, and 7TA.'T]UIJ.C?V~. The first of these
three appears to be an inspired coinage of the Apostle's
own. It only occurs besides, and that very rarely, in
later ecclesiastical writings. Two distinct shades of
meaning have been assigned to it. ·The sense of acf>etoe/a, on the other hand, is unmistakably definite ; but
that of wA.TJupov1/ has been grave matter of dispute.
If, with most modern interpreters, we blend A.oryov • • •
€xovra (our having a show) into a single phrase, then
we have a fourth expression (given by Alford in his
list of Hapax legomena) peculiar to this passage, and
which affords a choice of various renderings. Add to
this that npr/ may mean honour or value, and the preposition wpor;; (before 7r'A.1Jup.ov~v) as readily against as
for; and as t() u&pg, the last word of the verse, every
one knows how naturally it will lend itself to different
interpretations. So much for the lexical conditions of
the problem.
Its syntactical difficulties will be appreciated when
it is observed that the relative llnvtt. (such as), forming
the subject of the sentence, may be fairly referred to
either of two quite different antecedents; and that the
predicate is made up of one participial followed by
three prepositional phrases- with the addition of a
dependent dative without preposition thrown in amongst
them, if we follow a somewhat probable correction of
the Received_ Text-and these strung together without
a single particle to help us to adjust them, except a
"solitary p.r:v" bereft of its corresponding oe. In fact,
the verse at first sight looks like nothing so much as a
series of rough notes or memoranda, hastily jotted
down foe one's own private us~ to be enlarged upon
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and worked up afterwards, but which, as they stand,
must be little more than a riddle to every one except
the Writer himself. And such an enigma: the sentence
appears to have proved. ,It would be no very great
exaggeration to say that every combination of its
details arithmetically possible has been tried by one
interpreter or another; and indeed such an estimate
would not include all the views proposed, Alford, for
instance, connecting the last phrase, 1rpo" 7rA7J&Jlov~z·
K.r.A.., with 8ory}laritr;u{)r; Qf Verse 20.
Thanks to the
labours of recent Commentators, the ground is now,
however; considerably cleared, and the points at issue
, have been reduced to a comparatively narrow compass.
But I venture to doubt whether, after all, the position
of the Verse as forming the conclusiDn of the Apostle's
polemic has been sufficiently considered, and whether
due weight has been given to the indications it contains of backward reference, both as explaining its
summary character, and as elucidating what is otherwise doubtful in its meaning and connection of
thought.
Another consideration determining the line of exposition adopted here is this; that when a number of
phrases follow each other asyndetically, without con, junctive or modulating particles, the presumption is
that their order giws their connection, and that they
appear on the page just as they issued from the Writer's
mind. In such a case link-words can be dispensed
-with where the desire for brief and energetic expression
dictates their absence, for the sentence holds together
by the mere position of its different parts. Directly
we abandon this principle, and are tempted to take the
words otherwise than as they stand, we are landed in
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the arbitrary and uncertain, and, in fact, turn the verse
into a sort of elaborate amphibology, as the history of
its exegesis too plainly shews.
Should these two principles coincide in the result to
which they point us, we may feel tolerably sure of
being in the right direction, and by the aid of such
light as we can gather from the general analogy of
Pauline modes of thought and expression elsewhere,
may, perhaps, even hope to reach some definite and
well-established conclusion as to the sense of this most
vexed of all vexed passages.
1. We must, therefore, refer such as, the all important
subject of the Verse, with Alford, Ellicott, Hofmann,
Meyer, to the immediately antecedent commandments
and teachi1zgs (If men. The first glance at the contents
of Verse 23 shews that they have a far wider reference
than simply to the "decrees" of Verses 20, 21. And
this wider reference is already implied in "the commandments and teachings of men," as constituting the
system "according to" which these special prohibitions
(handle not, &c.) were enacted and enforced. Comparison of Verse 22 with the similar words of Verse 8,
and with the striking parallel in Ephesians iv. 14, will
shew that it is a clause of most significant and fundamental import in its bearing on the Colossian heresy.
That the saying was borrowed from Old Testament
Scripture, and was also one of the (probably) wellknown phrases of Christ Himself, would lend to it a
peculiarly solemn judicial emphasis. 1 It& lvTa:ll.f-LD-m
gives a wider extension to the ooryt-Lam of the two preceding verses, and the otoaa-~CaALa<> T. avfJpw1rrov links them
' See Isaiah xxix. 13 (LXX.); Matthew xv. 6-g; Mark vii. 6-13; also
Titus i. 14-
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on to the general body of doctrine to which they
belonged. And so, by a bold and easy transition, the
Apostle passes from the particular warnings and denunciations of the previous verses to the general survey and review of the whole Colossian error that we
find condensed into the brief and pregnant words of
Verse 23. And it is just the note of solemn repetition
struck in the 2 2nd Verse that prepares us for this final
summmg up.
z. If in the commandments attd teachi11gs of me11 in
Verse z 2 the tradition of men of Verse 8 is repeated
and amplified, the loudly sounded warning against
philosophy and empty deceit contained in that fnrmer
verse is echoed no less distinctly in the XOryov JL'Ev exovra
uorp{ac; of Verse 23. And with this reference in ourminds, and remembering the standing proverbial anti•
thesis between Xoryoc; and lpryov, ~uvaJLtc;, and the like
(word and work, &c.), 1 this latter phrase .becomes suf..:
ficiently complete in itself. "Having word (orform;
show) indeed of wisdom ,. clearly means "having that
and nothing more-no inner truth, no pith and sub·
stance of wisdom "-Xoryov, ov 7rparyJLam, JLaXXov ~e 7T't8avo.;
Xory[ac; ).oryov "[rlXov (mere words, nothing but words),
as CEcumenitis puts it. So already Chrysostom--Aoryov~
OVIC aX7]8efav, ovoe ~UvaJLtv.
Here we have exactly the
conditions under which the classical JL'Ev solitarium
appears, "where a sentence or word with o€ can easily
be supplied in thought;" 2 and the search for the
missing half of the antithesis in the latter part of the
' Compare, for St. Paul, Col. iii. I7; Rom. xv. I8; I Cor. iv. I9, 20; 2 Cor.
x. 11; I Thess. i. 5; 2 Thess. ii. I7; also I John iii. 18; Jumes i. 23-25. And,
for classical usage, see, e.g., Thuc i. 22 ; Eurip. I ferae!. 5 ; Aristotle, Folit. iii.
9· 8 ; and the saying of Democritus, A.oyo1: fpyov mda.
2
l\Iatthia, Cr. Grammatik, 622. 6. 'Qc 1dv A.syomnv (as indeed tliey say), Eurip.
Orcstcs, 8, is a fai1· example of the idiom.
VOL. XII.
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verse becomes as needless as it has proved precarious. 1
This view of the force of p.€v has in its favour the
suftrages of Erasmus, Winer, 2 A. Buttmann,3 Meyer,
amongst others.
But, as <Ecumenius has already indicated, this clause
reminds us of Verse 4 almost as forcibly as of Verse 8.
"This I say lest any one should be deceiving you
(playing off fallacies upon you) in persuasive speech"
-such were the Apostle's first words of warning to
his readers. And now he comes round to the same
point again when he writes in the language of this
concluding 'verse, "having speech indeed of wisdom."
The force of the double verbal association (7rapa"'A.o'Yi~'7JTa' lv 7r,Oavo"'A.o'Yiq, ••• "'A.o'Yov p.ev lfxovm) it is impossible
to reproduce in English, because we have no word to
unite the ideas of 1~easoning· and speech under one
concept, as the Greeks have done in their marvellous
X.O'Yoc;. It is precisely the same style of expression and
the same association of ideas that we meet in the First
Epistle to the Corinthians, when the Apostle acknowledges word of 'lmsdom ("Ao'Yoc; uorplac;) as one form of
"the manifestation of the Spirit," 4 but repudiates for
himself wzsdom of wordS (much the same as "word
indeed of wisdom ") and persuasive words of wzsdom. 6
Indeed, the whole of I Corinthians i. 17-ii. 16 is a
most profound and eloquent inspired play upon the
notions of word and wzsdom, which binds them together
• Hofmann (apparently) finds it in iv i!JiXo9p'lutc£i'l o<.r.X.; Peirce, Bengel, and
Eadie in rrpor; 1rXIjUf'O'ViJV; Ellicott (apparently) and Lightfoot in ovtc l.v T<f'ii rtvt,
• Grammar, p. 719, E.T.
s Grammar qf New Testament Greek, pp. 365, 366, E. T,
4 1. Cor. xii, &. Compare Ibid. i, 5·
5 Ibid. i. 17; ii. I.
6
Ibid. ii. 4, 13. The language of these two verses combines and blends completely the phrases we have attempted to link together in Col. ii, 4, 8, and 23,
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inseparably in the mind of every reader of St. Paul.
This parallelism of expression is the more certain and
-decisive because it appears to be due to the common
" philosophical " character of the errors the Apostle is
.dealing with in each case. 1
We have no need, then, to search amongst the
various uses of Xoryov ~xro for that most fitting here.
The sense of the grammatically inseparable Xoryov uorj>tar:;
is defined by Pauline usage, and of Xoryov p.f.v uorj>tar:; by
the previous context. And "Having word indeed of
wisdom " describes sufficiently the sophistical nature
<>f the Colossian heresy, the show of logical method,
.and of philosophical breadth and thoroughness of treatment, which naturally made it so attractive to halfeducated minds, to men perhaps of a speculative and
mystical bent, but whose intellectual grasp of the
Christian system was as yet but partial and imperfect. 2
3· While the external form and garb of the new
.doctrine are described in the participial clause X6ryov p.f.v
.€xov-ra uorpfar:;, its content as a system of religion and
morals is indicated in the prepositional adjuncts that
follow. For beyond a doubt €v f.()EXo8p'TJrrtCEtlf tC, Ta'TrEtvorppouvvy is a repetition from Verse I 8, while arp€tOet'a
uwp.aTor:; points hardly less distinctly to the ascetic
regulations of Verse 2 I.
'E8E"'A.o8p'TJUtCEta seems 'to be not merely connected
with, but even etymologically derived from, the 8€Xrov
-Ev • • • 8p'T}UIC€{lf T(J)V aryryeXrov of Verse 18.
It is a
word which St. Paul himself compounds to set forth
' See also a previous Paper on Col. ii. 18, in Vol. xi. pp. 388-397. The
J)itter word of condemnation, <Pvuwvpwor, is used by St. Paul only in these two
Epistles.
" See Col. i. 9 ; ii. 2. It is for this Church alone that the Apo~tle asks the gift
.of uvvEurr; (intellectual comprehensio1z, the power to put thiugs together). Comp.
Eph. iii. 4; Luke ii. 47·
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the ~haracteristic quality and temper of the man who·
has been spoken of just before as "Delighting in worshipping of the angels." 1 Its appearance here, in con~
iunction with -rarrewocf>pocrlw1J, cannot he accounted for
in any other way. Its meaning, therefore, must correspond with this derivation. Examination of the
1Jarallel compounds of €8€"A.6J confirms this presumption;
for this prefix (nearly synonymous with cpt"A.o-) usually
denotes addiction to, or deliglzt i1t, the state, or quality,.
or practice signified by the other halfof the word. In
fact, f.Oe"A.o- appears to connote willingness rather than
wi!fubtess. 2 No better example could be found .than
the €8e"A.orrepuruo8pTJcnce{a (zeal for excess of ritual} quoted
by several commentators from Epiphanius, as attributed to the Pharisees. And therefore, as Hofmann
puts it, "if OpYJcrKda is not in itself anything evil, so·
neither is €8e"A.o8p7JcrKeta ; " 3 so neither, indeed, is Tarrewocf>porruVTJ, nor acpetoe{a UWP,aTO<;, nor "A.oryo<; Uocp{a<; (without.
' There is no other way, I suppose, of rendering O!Xwv (Verse 18) if iv ralTE<V.
"· 9P1Jurcei<;t are immediately dependent on it, and that they are so i9£Xo9p1J111<£ta·
strongly indicates. So Bengel, Lightfoot, and others. For use of IIEXw compare·
Gal. iv. 9, 21.
" It is true that Suidas explr.ins this word as denoting "worshipping at one's
own will what one thinks fit" (i<\1~, OeXfumn ulf3Hv rb ooreouv). See Ellicott on
the passage. But this consideration seems to be outweighed by the argument;
drawn from the analogy of compounds of i9sX'"• and from the connection of Yersc ...
18 aml 23. Allowance must be made for the tendency of interpreters to aggravak
the sense of words of condemnation.
3 Hofmann's treatment of the philological point is the most full and satisfactory
I have met with. See his Die Brieje Pauli an d. Kolosser u. an Pl1ilcmon, pp. 102,.
103.
No ::ommentator is more stimulating and suggestive than Hofmann, nor·
more arbitrary and ingeniously perverse than he in the combinations he sou1etimes
adopts. M. Godet's characterization of this writer, in the Preface to his recent
commentary on Romans, one may perhaps be allowed to quote : "Hofmann applies.
to the analysis of the Apostle's thought the keenest critical insight; he never oYerlooks the slightest detail of the text; in wealth of philological knowledge he is no
way inferior to Meyer. But he is too often wanting in accuracy, and dwells complacently on exegetical novelties, in which it is hard to persuade one's self that he
seriously believes." After his admirable eluciLlation of iliEXo9P1JuKEia, he connects.
it with u<op.aro~ !
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the pAv). LJwn'DatJLovia (religiousness) is the equivalent
given for Eee"AoOp'YJ(JKda by the modern Greek scholar
Byzantios. r At the same time ()prwKela, as denoting
·worship as matter of ritual mzd outward form, is, like
.O~:t(JtDatJLovta in another way, always ready to assume an
unfavourable sense, 2 and such a sense has here been
stamped upon it already by Verse 18.
'E()eA.o()p'YJ(JKe[a, then, appears to. be the general cha1·acteristic and governing religious principle of the
.(}€A.wv €v ()p'YJ()Kelq, Twv lvyry_{Xwv, whose love of worship for
mere worship's sake prompts him at once to accumulate 3 · and elaborate its forms, and to 1ltultiply its
.objects. Such an one, for whom the act and outward
exercise of worship_ is the chief part of religion, and the
recognition4 of its true object but a secondary matter,
is ready to pay his adoration to angel, or saint, or
Virgin mother, metaphysical abstractions, forces of
.nature, or g1~and etre de t hmllauite~anything that his
superstitious fancy, or philosophic theory, or the
fashion of the hour may present to his religious
instinct..
This kind of zeal for worship, especially in the form
-of angel-worship, naturally has about it a plausible air
.of "humility;" it appears to manifest a becoming
' In his Lexicon. Athens, I 8 39·
See Trench's Synonyms of N. T., s. v. Opij~r;:o~:. Tre1_1ch f~1mishes a reference
to "·a very instructive passage on the merely external character of 9plJl1~£ia"
-occurring in Philo (Quod Det. Pot. IJI.Sid. 7), in which, refusing the character of
,; de\·out" to those who seek it by divers washing;, sacrifices, temple-building,
&c., he speaks of them as making outward worship a substitute for piety
·\9p1jt1J<€1av avrl Ot1tOTijTO!: •iyoVJLEVO!:)· One cannot help noticing that it is only in
the Ephesian Epistle (Chap. iv. 24) that St. Paul uses ol1dmJ!:, the other of these
two contrasted words, in express distinction, one might suppose, from the 9pljt1Keia
which so troubled him at Colossre. 9plJt11Cda is only used here in St. Paul's
Epistles; but see Acts xxvi. 5; James i. 26, 27.
3 Col. ii. 16.
4 Compare Gal. iv. g, ro, where the knowlcll[fie of God is appealed to as that
which should have rendered a return to petty ceremonialism impossil_Jle.
2
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reverence for the great powers above us, and a propersense of our "low estate" as compared with them~
But the Apostle has already shewn what pride and
falsehood lay hid under this specious garb of piety~
He has no need to repeat what his readers have only
just learned from him a few verses back (in Verse I 8).
He has said enough in these two words (€v €8e"ll.o8p7Ju"efrt
"· ra7T'etvo<f>pou6vy) to serve his purpose here, and to
explain the religious fasdnati{m, as the previous clause,
in the light of earlier warnings, explains the iJttellectuaf
attractiveness of the Colossian heresy.
4· In discussing the last clause of the verse, it may
be convenient to begin with 7T'A'TJUfwv1], the meaning of
which, unless we are to set aside all lexical usage, is·
repleti01t, sut:feiting, and nothing else. 1 Granting this~
then, the meaning of uap~ is determined on the one
hand, for it is only the .flesh, as the se1tsual i11 malt, that
is capable of such indulgence ; 2 and the force of 1rpor;
is fixed on the other hand, as denoting agai1tst. No
one would suppose the Apostle to charge the errorists ·
with laying down ascetic rules "for (i1z order to proiuote) surfeiting of the flesh ; " " such language would
defeat its own object by its extravagance." And to
describe them as "Jtot .... for surfeiting of the flesh"
would be altogether pointless, as it would also be to
speak of them as actually "against surfeiting of the
flesh." Evidently, then, 7Tpor; 7T'ATJU'fto~v r. uapKor; is a
' For proof of this see Lightfoot's N otc on the Yerse ; also Stephens's T!tesaurm,
s. z•. 1rAIJf!J10Vq. At the same time it must be allowd that "the majority of the
Fathers, Greek and Latin," read the word in a milder sense, as though it mighl
denote legitimate and natural gratification. So Luther, very decidedly.
2
The "excess of riot" described in I Peter i\•. 3 is an exhibition of 1rAIJ''fWV>i r.
uap><or. Philo uses the word of Noah's drunkenness, in De Sobriet. 1. The Greek
proverb, 'Ev 1rA1J11fiOVP K{!7rp•r:, sufficiently indicates the current associations of the
tenn.
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part of the negative phrase following acpetOE{lf uwp.aTo<;,
and the Apostle is denying to these practices a merit
which they claimed or might seem to possess (that of
being directed against sensuality), not charginJ them
with a new demerit. But 7rp6~ 7rX1Jup.ov~v te. T. X. is connected with ovte through lv Ttp.fi Ttvt, and in his treatment of Ttp.7} Lightfoot is not at all so convincing as in
regard to 7rA7JUJ-Lov7}. He renders it value, i.e., value in
use, .utili~)', efficimcy. It is hard to see how his examples
justify putting this sense on Ttp.~. Value in the sense
of price it often means, of course ; but that usage is
obviously inapplicable here. 1 1 Thessaloniahs iv. 4
gives the only Pauline parallel to lv Ttp.fi : " That each
of you should know how to gain possession of his own
vessel (i.e., his body) 2 insanct~"fication and honour." The
more closely the two passages are compared, the more
one is .persuaded, with Alford and W ordsworth, that
the use of ev 7'tp.fi is identical in the two· cases,3. and
expresses a principle of the most vital importance as a
part of St., Paul's moral teaching. The word sanc!iji~
calion in the Thessalonian passage points us again to
1 Corinthians vi. 13-20, where we learn what it is that
gives the human body its dignity and sacredness and
its imperishable worth, and what it is that most deeply
wounds and shamefully tarnishes its honour.4 How
naturally the idea of ho1tour occurs to St. Paul's mind
' Ttf.ll) is price in 1 Cor. vi. 20; vii. 23 : elsewhere in St. Paul ·always honour;
Comp. Matt. xxvii. 6 ; Acts v. 2.
" See 'Wordsworth's full and very valuable Note on this passage, as against
Alfonl and Ellicott.
3 This limits the reference of OVI< lv 1"1Jlf to CU/J€10Eit;t awp.aror;.
Meyer opposes
it to iv i9{7\o9p7J11KEit;t "· r. X. as well, 0n account of the repeated iv; but this
consideration of itself is of no decisi\'e weight.
4 \V e speak, in common parlance, of a man's "honour" as consisting in his
truthfulness, and a woman's in her chastity. \Vhen shall we be Christians enough
to recognize that the one sex is as much dishonoured by impurity as the other?
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in connection with the body we see again in I Corinthians xii. 22-27. Twice over in the fearful denunci;;ttion of Romans i. 18-32 does"he speak of disltonouras
that which was so deeply branded on the body by the
dark a:nd nameless pollutions to which it was subjected
in a Paganism· where idolatry and unbelief had worked
out their last results. To him, therefore, the ascetic
rules of these new teachers were sure to present them
selves from· this point ofview; and it particularly concerned him to state whether or not he allowed to their
"hard treatment of the body" the honour which it
see.m.ed to have, or was perhaps represented to have,
as a means of "escaping the corruption that was in the
world through lust." Especially was he bound to be
explicit here; and to distinguish· between the true and
the false asceticism, since there were decided ascetic
leanings in his own· moral teac_hing, and certain phrases
on record, such as Romans viii. 1 J; xiii. 14; I Corinthians vii. I ; ix. 27, which might easily be made to
lend a colour to the Colossian rigorism. 'AcfmoE{a
uwp.aror; he neither could nor did condemn absolutely
and in every sense.· The language of Philippians iii. 19
(wh.ose god z's thcz'r belly, and their glory i's i1z their
sham3) gives us a hint as to the connection of np,~ with
7rpor; 7r'X7Jup,ov~v r. uapKor;, sensual indulgence being there
identified with· open (shameless) shame, and therefore
implicitly opposed to the honour of a man's person.
In the Septuagint, Habakkuk ii. 16 (the Chapter from
which, by the way, comes St. Paul's cardinal quotation,
The just shall live by fai'th), we have an instance of the
use of 7r'A.7Jup,ozn) that m~y possibly throw some further
light on this connection. " Sur.feiting of dishonour
(irA'I'}Ufl.OV~V anp.{ar;) from glory drink thOU also," is the

.
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rendering of the LXX. 1 The picture drawn by the
prophet is repulsive in the extreme ; sutj"dtt"ng and
dishonour appear together at their worst, and arc
blended in one of those bold expr<;ssions which print
themselves indelibly on a· read~r's memory and are
likely to reappear in other forms. As sensual excess
brings dishonour, so a light Christian estimate of the
dignity of the body is its surest preventive, and St.
Paul's Ttfl-~ 'll:po~ w"A7JUf1-0VIJV "· -r. X. is (to use a logical
phrase) the contrapositive of Habakkuk's (LXX.)
7TA'T}Ufi-OV~ aTL}I-la~.
What prepares us for the hostile
sense implied in wpo~, and in virtue of which it links
wX7Juf1-ov~ to Ttfl-~, is that acpetoela a~ready connotes
hostility to something; the Apostle complains· that it
is the body as such that is the object of this severity,
and that it is not, in a way of true honour to the body,
directed against indulgence of the flesh. So we may
do justice to the sharp antithesis so well insisted on
. by Meyer between acpetoela UW}I-aTO~ and 'lf'A'T}Ufi-OV~ T.
<Tap" 6 ~. and yet give ou!C €v Ttfl-fi nvt its due place
between them, the whole clause being thus drawn
together into the closest and most compact unity.
In dealing with the moral and practical side of the
Colossian heresy, the Apostle does not therefore
.simply repeat by way of conclusion, and in a more
general manner, what he had said before, but adds a
· new element of essential moment to his counter argument. He had condemned the moral code of the
errorists in Verses 20-22, on the ground of its arbitrariness and pettiness, and the intrinsically trivial and
' The LXX. transhtors appear to have read the Verse with a slightly dilferent
-vocalization and punctaation-11~~ t:l~ 11JJ7
This is a striking
. 11:1~~ lf,~ 11)!:+~.
.
and surely a feasible reading. It does not appear in the Various Renderings ami
.Reading.< BiNe.

r
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perishing nature of the objects with which it mainly
dealt. 1 Now he lays hold of the inner principle of
their entire scheme of morality, its hostility to the body
as a physical organism, and a part of material nature. 2
Such treatment, he declares, robs it of its honour and
sacredness, and is· not directed against that feeding of
the flesh in which lies our real peril and dishonour in
relation to this "vessel" of our earthly life.3 St. Paul
has, perhaps, reserved this objection to the last in order
to give him a suitable starting-point for the exhorta·
tions of the next Chapter, where: (in Verses I-4)·he
shews the only sure way to be delivered from sensual
sin, by "seeking and minding the things above, where
Christ is," 4 and sets forth the true Christian asceticism
(ci.cpetoda Tfj<; uapKo<; indeed) as a "making dead the
members that are upon the earth "-that belong to the
earthly body of" the old man that is under corruption
according to the lusts of deceit."
On its ethical side, t~erefore, the system of the
Colossian heresiarch {the founder and .father, shall we
say, of Gnosticism ?) held out the charm of a lofty' and
severe morality attainable by simple and plain ·rules of
life and a strict external regimen, but based unhappily
on a false and fatal principle~a principle the deadly
mischief of which the history of the Church since the
time of the Pastoral Epistles has hardly ever ceased
to illustrate. It taught men to hate the body and the
' For we may safely follow Meyer, Ellicott, Lightfoot, \Vordsworth, Eadie,
&c., in finding in I Cor. vi. 13, Matt. xv. 17, the true explanation ofYerse 21.
2
See Lightfoot, pp. 76 ft: ; and Exct)rstis A in .New Tcstmnmt CommmtaiJ'

for English Readers ( Colossiam).
3 In Section 7 of Philo's Quod. Dd.l'ot. IllS id., previously referred to in illustration
of 6p'l""'ia, there is also an mstrnctive account of modes then in use of atp<tCFia:
awp.aror. Those who practise them, Philo says, are to be she"·n "the true \\.1y
of temperance."
4 Sec again Phih iii. 19, 20,
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natural world instead of hating " the flesh which is not
subject to the law of God."
A word or two further is necessary on the connection of the clauses of the 2 3rd Verse, and then our
task Is completed. With Lachmann, Lightfoot, and
other eminent critics, we may suppose it probable
that the Kat before ac/J€tO€{'f should be deleted. And,
indeed, that word is not exactly on the same footing
as, the two previous nouns governed by ev. And, in
regard to the ev which attaches €0eXo0p'YJuKe{q- K. Tarwvoc/Jpouvvy to AO"/OV uev exovTa uocfJ{ac;, we may adopt Ellicott's
excellent remark that it points " not to the instrument
by which, but, as usual, to the ethical doma£1t t'tt wlu'c!t
the Xo'Yoc; uoc/J{ac; was acquired." It was in its mode of
developing, combining, and applying its theological
and ethical principles that this system exhibited so
much "word (and logical form) of wisdom," and· as~
sumed the character indeed of a Theosophy.
Gathering up the results of the previous discussion,
we may venture to translate as follows : "'According
to the commandments and teachings of men,'-such as
have wonl indeed of wisdom, in zeal for worship and
humility, with hard treatment of (the) body-not in any
honour (as) against surfeiting of the flesh."
I have already described the incipient Gnosticism
of Colossc:e as a "compound of intellectual pride, visionary pseudo-mystic spiritualism, and ritualistic fervour,"
with (may now be added) a harsh and misguided
asceticism that, in seeking to reduce the body, sue~
ceeded only in debasing and enfeebling the soul.
GEO. G. FINDLAY.

